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Meeting notes 

 

Topic: FoLaR Committee meeting  

Date and time: October 10th 2019 20.00  Meeting no:  

Meeting place: 89 Durlston Road  Minutes by: Linda Eve 

Attendees: Gloria Martin,  

Åsa Backman (by phone), Saphina Sharif, 
Debra Levy, Sue Matthews, Linda Eve, 
Vincenzo Calenzo, Peter Taunton 

   

  Apologies:  
 

ITEM DESCRIPTION Action 

1 Minutes of the last meeting 

Agreed.  

 

2 Communications  

Sub groups plan handed out. Groups are too small with big onus on GM.  

Mailchimp to FoLaR membership to ask for volunteers to help with this GM. 
Need to recruit more people for specific tasks and to join subcommittees. Can 
we recruit Jane and Gemma?GM. Need membership secretary; now have 306 
members. 

Website dependent on GM writing.  Ask Jane and Gemma (park run) to look as 
fresh eyes, SS to ask. DL uploading as well as Kashmira. Ad for Wickes needs to 
be removed VC. Ads mean site free apart from fee for name. VC to check.  

Confusing to have several routes for messages. Agreed to use what’s app for 
details, email for discussion. 

Posters – GM puts them up around rec, too much for her to do. Need to go up 
earlier than a week before event. Is anyone sending to council to go into other 
RBK noticeboard? Need consistent look using our Logo. We can use Rec 
signpost space, we have a key. SS happy to create a posters template. SM will 
put up on gates. 

Only GM gets info@folar messages. Need 3 or more people to volunteer. LE & 
SS agreed to be on it, VC to set them up. 

Google drive. All relevant docs (notes of sub group meetings, photos etc), need 
to be uploaded. ALL 

Excellent newsletter.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Café  

Ideal model – not relevant to discuss at present. 

Running ourselves for events will make it more consistent for now. Not ready 
to employ people.  

GM has had some reluctance for us to set up a commercial service from locals. 

Volunteers not allowed to do park run volunteering and café volunteering on 
same day. Van not viable unless we have significant numbers.  
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For park run if no refreshments people will go elsewhere. Have access to 
kitchen, so could serve tea/coffee/soft drinks/ pastries. Run 9-10am Sundays. 
Need rota for volunteers and planning for stock. ??WHO 

4 Events:  

Silver Sunday Programme 

GM to introduce, there are lots of music turns and we need to allow gaps for 
time to chat. Don’t need a quiz.  

Sheet with questions in each table for people to discuss. SM to do. Cakes x 9, 
need a couple more LE AB.  

Set up early SM AB and VC. Others to arrive at 12.30.  

 

General approach What do we want to do over next year.  

Events organising is stressful and needs a lot of time. Set programme in 
advance so we can plan.  

What worked well for us: 

Card machine. Dog show, food and bouncy castle all made money. Working 
with KLL worked well for Springfest. Games. 

 

What were difficulties: 

Chaotic start to funday 

Don’t know what makes money as all proceeds pooled. 100 sausages 
purchased @90p/sausage, sold at £5 including bread and sauces. Sold out at 
Springfest. Bought more for funday and some sold cheaply at end to use up. 
Needed more volunteers. Not enough change.  

Bouncy castle unmanned at start as some volunteers didn’t turn up.  

T shirts made a loss, not well sign posted. 

Strawberries: labour intensive and didn’t sell well. 

 

Suggestions for future events: 

1. Recruit additional volunteers for each event and they attend a meeting 
to plan. Ask them to run some things independently eg raffle. Ask for 
more demonstrations eg karate, judo etc.  

2. Equipment: Need to confirm what equipment needed and positions on 
the day. Draw up a plan with pitch numbers.  

3. If personally provided equipment gets broken then we should offer a 
refund to owner. Consider hiring equipment: BRAG rent their stuff out 
for donation. Investigate other sources for borrowing from. ?WHO? 
Need to make sure it is safe.  If we were to purchase our own would 
need storage space.  

4. Park run need a gazebo which they should provide, ? Table. We need to 
provide refreshments.  

5. Plan Springfest in conjunction with KLL – subcommittee for each event 
to plan.  

6. National city park day – lot of work ? For next year 
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7. Funday very close to Springfest. Either make it a smaller event or 
combine with funday and hold when weather likely to be better. 
Suggested date May 8th? Check for other clashing events. DL 

KLL gala day DL to discuss to see if can share.  

Funday and Action day not reviewed on this occasion. 

 

 

 

5 Updates: 

Toilet block refurbishment 

Rob Waite has produced spec, in line with our discussions (single sex toilet to 
replace female toilet, some renovations to kitchenette, remove male toilets 
and renovate for storage or possible space for kitchen. Funds still available. 
Adam Brookes is working with us to finalise the spec. Awaiting timetable.  

Ecology Met on rec.  

Pond plan from Richard Broome. Wooden fence with gate. Path around one 
side. Need Elliot to do final design and dig. He is putting pack together with 
budget of approx £15k and will be available from November to help.   

Nature zone: decided not to fence off and not to remove any trees. Not a good 
zone for growing other things due to dense canopy, majority of replacement 
whips have not survived. Need to organise some canopy thinning over the 
winter and remove maple saplings that have self seeded.  

Whips 210 coming in November. Change from original plan to replace previous 
failed whips due to poor growing conditions along perimeter fence under 
trees. Plant some beside path going through front of trees, some along pond 
fence between pond and nature zone, some behind containers. Move tree line 
forward in middle of copse to allow for 2 new Birches and to plant birch whips 
in this area to make a stand of them. Need to identify more sites for remaining 
whips. Some committee members unhappy about intensity of planting and we 
were unable to resolve this. The order will be reduced if possible or cancelled. 
Following the meeting LE checked the order and the last date for cancelling or 
changing was September 13th. The value of these whips if purchased is £1460 
and we are lucky to receive this donation from the Woodland Trust to help 
realise our aims of rewilding part of the rec and increasing bio-diversity. 
Committee will meet on the rec to look at positioning ASAP.  

Åsa is marking the position of our main trees (oaks and birches) on a scaled 
map. 

Orchard plan from Åsa was presented showing positioning of fruit trees on the 
triangle. The positions of trees were agreed in principle. We have 4 free places 
on an orchard design workshop next month to finalise our plan. Latchmere 
school have volunteered to have a fundraising mufti day in aid of Just One 
Tree. They are happy to donate the cost of our orchard trees (£450 approx) 
and then gift the remainder to Just One Tree. 

It is National Tree Planting day on November 30th and some school children are 
keen to join us for planting on this day.  
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Fundraising SS has submitted bid to Green Spaces for path and gained match 
funding promise from council. Still awaiting news on Co-op bid.  

Priorities for fundraising for discussion at next meeting 

Finances balance of approx £1200. PT would like to stand down so we will a 
new treasurer for next year. SS will investigate possibilities. No reply from Lucy 
McKenzie who was asked to carry out our audit.   

Junior parkrun 

Lots of volunteers (30). Fernhill putting up posters. Sam and John Roscoe 
meeting tonight to get start date. Defibrillator not needed initially. SS 
approaching other people to fund.  

Nature zone competition results: wanted climbing trees, swing, logs etc they 
can move around. Need to discuss this with adventure playground company 
and relate with other adventure playground area. Discuss with council 

Forest school needs recontacting. Discuss with children from design 
competition during half term. SS AB LE 

Rec Use not discussed 

AGM and speaker The Kingston Academy have a room we can hire. GM going 
to have a look. £30-40/hour. GM has invited a bee keeper to speak.  

Equality and diversity policy – on drive, all to read All 

Other policies needed: Health and safety policy, Volunteer. Should all be on 
website. 

7 

 

8 

Diary: Committee meeting Thursday November 14th at 08.30 

89 Durlston Road 

AOB 

Good Gym – see if they can help on Nov 30th GM have provisionally booked 
them for a day next year. 

Bird and bat boxes being installed Feb 14th ?WHO? 

Other event dates not set this time. 

 

 

Nov 8th 2019 

Signed by Chair, Gloria Martin                                Signed by Secretary, Linda Eve 

All 

                                                                   
 


